
Communique from Common Core Steering Committee Meeting November 2014 

The Steering Committee met Nov. 17th after school at the TVEA office.   

Resources 

The group discussed the resources available this year for teachers using Common Core State Standards 

for instruction.  The google drive holds a number of resources created by teachers.  TVUSD continues to 

collect lessons, assessments, and other resources from district teachers to add to the drive.  Teachers 

can send their products to Lritter@tvusd.k12.ca.us for consideration for inclusion on the shared drive.  

They will then be vetted by refinement personnel and uploaded accordingly.  Spending PLC time viewing 

and choosing resources from the drive for the team to use, or considering which resources created by 

the team should be shared is appropriate.  The group also discussed the use of the Inspect Test Item 

Bank (in EADMS) that teachers can use, not only for official assessments, but also for within-unit 

informative assessments and in-class activities.  The Smarter Balanced Digital Library is being used by 

teams of teachers to create classroom activities and assessments as well. 

Teachers are encouraged to share the resources by adding them to the google drive that they have used 

and found valuable. This is how we create and shape a resource bank for all teachers with authentic 

teacher-created or selected tools to use. 

Attached to this communique are 3 documents (“cheat sheets”) to help classroom teachers use these 

resources above that are available.  

Refinement Work 

On Nov. 6th, elementary and middle school refinement teams met to respond to teacher feedback, 

“proof” the upcoming (first) semester assessments, and shape the pacing calendar for second semester.  

Andree Grey reported that the group refined UPOs and assessments (and accompanying rubrics or 

scoring guides) for second semester.  The Steering Committee received and studied the print-outs of 

feedback and responses from refinement teams.  About half of the elementary and middle school site 

PLC teams offered feedback.  The refinement teams are hoping for 100% feedback to ensure that their 

work represents what teachers believe is top-quality. (Note that in some cases teacher feedback can 

happen even BEFORE giving an assessment that has been sent out.) 

Secondary Curriculum Council Work 

Joe Balleweg reported that the teams of middle and high school teachers are engaged in a process of 

evaluating rubrics for scoring essays and collecting anchor papers for ELA assessments.  The team 

decided on the speed and procedure for the process of setting up this valuable tool for grading.  As a 

result of this work, each secondary English course will have district-wide domain-specific writing rubrics.  

In addition, each secondary English course will have multiple sets of anchor papers for each CCSS unit. 

Strand level teams will decide the priority of which CIA’s they would first like to receive anchors and 

models.  

Common Core Budget Questions  
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The group had the opportunity to ask questions about budgeting and spending for Common Core.  One 

question was how the expenses for materials (books, etc.) will look after this second year of 

implementation.  As new materials are being created and many vendors are creating paperless 

products, such as ebooks, it is difficult to predict.  The district is currently pricing and planning in order 

to maintain current materials before adding additional long term commitments.  The amount devoted to 

professional development is one area that some members of the group felt should be increased if 

possible. 

Infinite Campus 

Jeff Kingsberg presented data from the Infinite Campus survey from TVEA.  The October survey indicated 

teacher frustration with inputting multiple grades for the different standards in assignments 

(elementary concern), a need for more training, and concerns with the loss of some valuable advantages 

that previous systems had included.  Andree Grey and Joe Balleweg said the district is aware of the 

problems and has been working to make sure teachers know training is available by request from Ingrid 

Taylor, and the computer programmer is working to solve other challenges.  In some cases, teachers are 

not aware of IC capabilities—and in some cases, changes will be made in the IC system to address 

teacher needs.  They also shared that with such a massive transition to this new system, a systemic and 

strategic approach is necessary to “fix” it; many piecemeal adjustments won’t address system-wide 

problems.  “End-user groups” (teachers and site administrators) will give input in meetings to take place 

in December and January to shape the next steps. They also committed the administration to better 

communication on addressing the challenges of IC implementation. 

Good news: The elementary standards and overall achievement scores on report card boxes will be 

auto-populated.  The effort and life skills will be pre-populated with a “+” so teachers will not have to 

click on every single square when posting grades for individual report cards.  The Work Habits section is 

available now for teachers to work on, in case teachers want to complete that part before the end of the 

semester. 

Our next meeting will be at the District office on Jan. 26th.  We will be discussing the report card and 

how it relates to Common Core instruction, as well as Special Ed Checklists that have been developed.  

The group looks forward to hearing from teachers after having used the report card for First Semester 

grades. 

Please contact the members of this committee to let us know what your questions, suggestions, or 

concerns are: 

Sina Albertoni (2nd grade teacher at TLES), Jenniffer Aynesworth (principal at VHES),  Joe Balleweg (ESS), 

Carleen Cook (5th grade teacher at PVES), Andree Grey (ESS), Marc Horton (principal at GOHS), Karen 

Hoskins (math teacher at BVMS), Jeff Kingsberg (TVEA Presidents), Chris Lindberg (4th grade teacher at 

FVES),  Jodi McClay (ESS), Tina Miller (principal at DMS), Kristan Morales (math teacher at CHS), Aimee 

Ricken (English teacher at GOHS), Breck Smith (Special Ed Assistant Director), Anna Tapley (principal at 

FVES), Katie Vanderhorst (English teacher at DMS), and Karen Hogan (Special Ed TOSA). 


